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Abstract—The increasing need for decentralised, dedicated,
sensoring and processing units on the scope of Internet of
Things (IoT) networking creates demand for embedded low-
power microcontrollers. The openMSP430 is an open-source 16-
bit microcontroller core written in Verilog, that is compatible with
the Texas Instruments’ MSP430 microcontroller family. Due to
its characteristics, the openMSP430 was selected to integrate the
System on Chip (SOC) of the PROTEUS project. This open-core,
that will be implemented as an Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC), was previously synthesised, for a UMC CMOS
130nm target technology process.

In this work, dedicated test structures were added to the
structural circuit description that allow the post-manufacture
verification of the circuit. Four scan chains were resynthesised
into the circuit, a Design For Testability (DFT) technique, to
increase fault coverage and provide an efficient way to input
test vectors that will verify the correct operation of the circuits
internal logic. An Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)
was configured to generate the test vector for each scan chain.

Through a back-end process presented, the final layout of the
circuit was obtained using EDA tools that execute Place&Route
steps, required to achieve a fully functional layout.

The final microcontroller circuit, the openMSP430 with Pro-
gram and Data memories and scan chains occupies and area
of 1050x2800µm, with a fault coverage of 94.9% and a power
consumption of 1.99mW when run at 16 MHz.

Two versions of the openMSP430 were implemented, under the
PROTEUS project, and sent to fabrication prior to this work.

Index Terms—ASIC Implementation, Design for Test
(DFT), Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG), Cadence
Place&Route Design Flow

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years with the rise of in popularity of the Internet
of Things (IoT), a concept which refers to the networking
of physical objects through the use of embedded sensors,
actuators that can collect or transmit data about the them-
selves, relies on numerous, mainly wireless, low-power sensor
endpoints which creates a higher demand of highly integrated
microchip designs creating a high demand for microcontrollers
[1]. The openMSP430 is one of such controllers that was
selected for its low power operating modes to integrate the

SOC in the PROTEUS1 research project under which a part
this work was developed.

In this work it is going to be studied the implementation and
integration of a synthesized configuration of the openMSP430
[2]. This core is an open-source 16bit microcontroller core
written in Verilog, that is compatible with Texas Instruments’
MSP430 microcontroller family and can execute the code
generated by an MSP430 toolchain in an accurate way [2].
Furthermore, Scan Chain structures and test generation will
be studied and introduced to the openMSP430 to bring Design
For Testability (DFT) to the final circuit in order to expand
the openMSP430 test capabilities.

II. OPENMSP430 CONTROLLER

The openMSP430 is a synthesizable 16bit microcontroller
core written in Verilog available in the OpenCores online
platform [3]. It is compatible with Texas Instruments’ MSP430
microcontroller family that can execute the code generated by
the MSP430 toolchains. The MSP430 microcontroller boards,
built around a 16-bit CPU is designed for low cost and low
power consumption embedded mixed signal applications [4].

A. Architecture&Memory Mapping

Both the MSP430 and openMSP430 are based on a von-
Neumann architecture, meaning, having a single address space
for instructions and data. The MSP430 circuit boards in-
corporate a 16-bit RISC CPU, peripherals, and a flexible
clock system that interconnect using a common memory
address bus (MAB) and memory data bus (MDB). Partnering
a modern CPU with modular memory-mapped analog and
digital peripherals [5]. However, the openMSP430, being
open-source, is fully customizable by editing its verilog HDL
files. The openMSP430 design structure can be seen in Figure
1 [2]. This open-source version of the MSP430, follows
the same architecture, having a common memory address
bus and memory data bus, which are shared with special
function registers (SFRs), peripherals, data memory (RAM)

1Proteus - AdaPtive micROfluidic- and nano-enabled smart systems for
waTEr qUality Sensing, is an ICT H2020 Eurpean Project targeting a low-
cost monitoring water management in which the main challenge relates to the
heterogeneous integration into a monolithic, sensing chip of a set of sensors
(of microfluidic sensing chip of carbon-nanotubes-based resistive chemical
sensors, MEMS physical and rheological resistive sensors) and a CMOS
system on chip, with a microcontroller. (Project ID: 644852)
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and program memory (Flash/ROM) as shown in Figure 2.
However, the address space areas can be fully customised up to
a maximum of 64kB of combined mapped addressable space,
while keeping 100% compatibility with the pre-existing linker
scripts provided in the MSPGCC (MSP code compiler), that
compiles code for the MSP430 boards. Note that, if intended
by the user, the size of memory space available for peripherals
can be increased up to 32kB. This is not a basic configuration
option as it requires a linker script not available in the Texas
instruments development tools [2].

Fig. 1. openMSP430 Design Structure

Fig. 2. Memory Map

B. Basic Clock Module

Its by the managing of the Basic Clock Module that the user
can control the circuits performance and power consumption.

Most of the energy spent by a digital circuit comes from bit
transitions, selecting a lower frequency as the circuit operating
the computation would be slower but the power required
would also be much lower. The basic clock module of the
openMSP430 supports almost all the same clock options as
the MSP430 [2]. Figure 3 describes the openMSP430 clock
module. By software-selecting and/or dividing both clock
sources, the DCO (16MHz in this work), and LFXT (32kHz),
the user can configure the 3 clock domains of the circuit,
MCLK the system and CPU domain and SMCLK and ACLK
the optional peripheral clock domains.

Fig. 3. openMSP430 Basic Clock Module

C. Serial Debug Interface & Peripherals

The MSP430 offers a variety of communication modes,
UART, SPI and I2C that allow in-system software debug-
ging [5]. However, only UART annd I2C serial protocols
are available to execute CPU control, software & hardware
breakpoint support, among others [2]. Nonetheless, a variety
of peripherals and interfaces are available in the openMSP430,
mainly: a Watchdog Timer, a 16-bit Hardware Multiplier and
a DMA Interface.

III. DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY

Testing of a system is an experiment in which the system is
exercised and its results are analysed to detect any incorrect
behaviour. In circuits with medium to high complexity a
complete test that would verify the outputs of every input
combinations, would require an enormous amount of time and
effort.

As such, for this work, a DFT technique, Full Integrated
Serial Scan, is used to introduce o increase the controllabillity
and observability of the circuit by creating structures called
scan registers/scan chains comprised by multiplexing the cir-
cuit Flip-Flops [6] as seen in Figure 4. This structures are then
used during test experiments to shift test vectors, created by a
process called Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG), that
will control the Flip-Flops inputs and after the propagation of
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these signals, by shifting the output values of these Flip-Flops
out of the scan chains, it is possible to detect errors, defined
by differences in the output vectors with the predicted output
vectors for the correct circuit (also generated during ATPG), a
process that will lead to the detection of faults in the circuit.

Fig. 4. Scan Chain Example

A. Scan Chain Synthesis Flow

To implement the scan chains in the design, form an already
synthesized circuit (in a target technology), the Cadence En-
counter RTL Compiler tool is used to resynthesize the verilog
netlist. A tool that was also used in the PROTEUS project to
synthesize the openMSP430 prior to this work. The workflow
to resynthesize the circuit with the DFT structures is shown
in Figure 5.

During design rebuilding, a setup file (generated by the
same tool when the original circuit was synthesized in the
PROTEUS project), generated in Tool Command Language
(TCL) format, will initialise the original circuit by reading
the verilog netlist of the synthesized circuit, but also, source
the other setup file, also written in TCL format, that contains
information about the circuit’s constraints, library setup and
other design options, allowing the tool to rebuild the circuit
more precisely. Alternatively, the designer can initialise the
component library, the circuit netlist and the constraint files
by himself, however, as this tool script files are available, it is
more advantageous to use them.

Next, the scan style and the test signals of the circuit are
defined. In this step the multiplexed flip-flop scan style is
selected in order to inform the type of scan chains to be
created. Afterwards, the primary test pins that are used by the

Fig. 5. Scan Chain Synthesis Flow for Cadence RTL Compiler

scan structures were set. Informing the tool to use the specified
pins for the test signals. The signals are the scan clocks (DCO
and LFXT system clocks), the test mode signal (that disables
other synchronous components during test experiments, like
memories), the four scan enable signals and any set or reset
signals that should be set/reset during the test experiments.

The next a DFT Design Rule Check (DRC) is preformed to
detect DFT violations. This violations usually involve incorrect
test signal/clock declaration and uncontrolable reset/set of flip-
flops (rendering those flip flops to unscannable), ultimately
reducing the number of detectable faults. The unscannable
Flip-Flops are easily fixed by the tool’s auto-fix feature that
redesigns the logic around the affected Flip-Flops to enable
them to be used in the scan chains. The test signal violations
may involve a test signal redesign and reinstantiation of the
target signals.

When all of the errors are corrected th scan chains can now
be defined and built/connected. Names are assigned to each
scan chain, informing the tool which scan enable and scan
clock to use, if the scan Flip Flops are rising-edge, falling-
edge or mixed edge and the scan in and out I/O pins to use (if
the scan I/O pins are not present in the top-level circuit ports
the tool will instantiate them automatically). After this, the
scan chains are built, the tool makes the required connections
in order to create the scan chains.

After second DFT DRC is preformed and when no critical
violations are found, the workflow continues.

Finally an incremental synthesis is preformed. In this syn-
thesis step the tool analyses the altered components of the
circuit and only optimises the logic of those sections of the
circuit in order to re-validate the circuit constraints, finishing
the resynthesis of the circuit with the added test capabilities.
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Now, the new verilog netlist of the circuit with the DFT
structures inserted in the design is exported and the pin
assignment file is written. This file will indicated to the ATPG
tool what are the test signals of the circuit, the scan clocks,
etc. allowing the ATPG tool to locate the scan chains.

B. ATPG Flow

In this work it was used the Cadence Modus DFT software
solutions for generation of the test vectors required for this
work. The an ATPG flow is required to generate the test
vectors is presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. ATPG flow for Modus DFT

Before the ATPG process can begin, the verilog netlist of
the circuit with the DFT structures (scan chains) synthesised in
the design, a pin assignment file and a component test library
file are required.

The pin assignment file,informs the tool about the scan
structures interface and contains the data about the I/O pins
of the circuit and their roles in the test experiments, i.e., the
data in and out of the scan chains, the scan enables, the test
mode signals, the test clocks and system sets and resets.

And the component test library file provided by technology
providers that contains the ports of the components and
information about the inner connections of the components.

The first step in the ATPG flow is the Build Model. The
verilog netlist of the synthesised DFT ready circuit and the
library file which are used by the tool to build a model of the
inner logic cells and connections of the circuit.

The second step is the building of the testmode. In this
step the pin assignment file is read, allowing the tool to know
where are the scan structures and it is chosen the testmode
to be conducted, the testmode used is the FULLSCAN mode,
meaning that no compression to reduce the lenght of the test
vectors is used.

The next step is to verify the test structures. At this point in
the flow the tool analyses the circuit to try to find error in the
circuit design, errors can compromise not only the viability of
the test experiments but the whole circuit normal functions.
Note that design problems in this phase might require a
complete redesign, which may lead to the re-synthesis of the
entire circuit.

If the design is error free the building of the fault model
can proceed. In this stage, uses the Single-Stuck Fault (SSF)
model (that assumes that only one fault exists in the portion
of circuit under test and the faulty node is either stuck at the
logical value 0 or 1) and all the circuit information available
(the circuit, the scan chains interface pins, etc.) in order to
identify all of the total faults and all the undetectable faults.

For the final step, the tool now conducts the test experi-
ments. The tool will uses a combination of the TG methodolo-
gies iteratively until it reaches an optimal static fault testmode
and global coverage, creating the test vectors in the process.
Equations 1 and 2 are used to compute these coverages.

Finally the results of the experiments are saved for eventual
further use and the test vectors are exported the test vectors
by writing them out in the desired converted pattern language
format, Verilog, in this case. The tool writes two types of
files: The verilog ”task definition” file and one or more Verilog
”vector” files. The former contains the Verilog task definitions
which describe the application of the test vectors. This file is
a testbench that reads the vector files, containing information
about test initialisation and test procedures (including the test
vectors) effectively conducting the test of the circuit.

Adjusted testmode coverage =
#detected faults

#total faults−#undetectable faults−#redundant faults
(1)

Adjusted global coverage =
#detected faults

#total faults−#redundant faults
(2)
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IV. CADENCE ENCOUNTER FLOW

The final objective of this work to reach a core layout,
described in Graphic Data System II (GDSII) format, of an
implementation of the openMSP430 along side its memories
and DFT Structures after a process called Place&Route. This
was done using Cadence Encounter EDA family of tools
following the design flow in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Design flow for SoC Encounter

In the first step in creating a layout using Encounter, File
Preparation must be preformed [7]. In this step the files that
contain obligatory data are defined. The capacitance table,
standard cell and timing library, other synthesized modules or
component description files (e.g. memories), and optionally,
I/O assignment file.

The capacitance table is required for accurate results in the
extraction of RC parameters of the layout allowing a better
quality of reports and simulations.

The standard cell and Timing library files come in the
Library Exchange Format are distribuited by technology
providers (Faraday technology solutions in this project). This
former contains cell descriptions, dimensions, layout of pins,
etc. And the latter the cell functionality and timing description.
These libraries need to be the same that were used in the
synthesizing of the circuit from verilog to verilog netlist to
achieve design coherence. Memories are also described using
these files and must also be provided to the tool if used.

The I/O assignment file defines the rules that determine how
the I/O pad cells (used to connect with the outside world via
bonding pads) and pins are located and organised. As in this

project the final layout is to be integrated with other circuits
on the System on Chip (SOC) of PROTEUS, no I/O pad cells
are used and as such no I/O assignment file is needed.

To make the connections between the core circuit and other
components a top module file written in verilog is constructed.
In this file the core, memories and peripherals are connected
with the optional I/O cells to create the digital system and the
I/O pins the microcontroller.

It is also required a timing constraints file for timing ori-
ented optimisation, which contain the the timing information
of clock signals and I/O pins loads and driving cells. This
data is partly imported from the timing constraints file used to
synthesize the openMSP430. This is essential to create analysis
view configurations to allow for Multi-Mode Multi-Corner
(MMMC) timing analysis and optimisation that are preformed
a later steps in the flow.

After all the information of the design is read, the tool
preforms pre-placement optimization. This step remove buffers
that could have been placed in the synthesis process in order to
meet timing constraints. As the synthesizing tool doesn’t take
into account place and routing information, this buffers may
not be needed. However if the Encounter timing optimization
function detects the need of this or other buffers they will be
added taking into account this new information.

The floorplaning is the next step in the design flow. In this
step the circuit size (called die area) and pre-placing of blocks,
modules, submodules and pins is defined.

Figure 8 illustrates sub regions of die area (also called Head
Box). The Head Box defines where the circuit begins and ends.
IO Box which describes an area within the die area that will
define the IO area, region where the I/O cells would be placed.
As in this project this cells are not used, the IO Box is the
same as the Head Box, leaving no area for I/O cells. Finally
the Core Box defines the area where the blocks and cells will
be placed (Cell area). This area is inside the IO Box and is
designed so that the space between the IO Box and the Core
Box is reserved for the power ring structures that will power
the components of the Core Box (Ring area).

Fig. 8. Floorplan Schematic

In the power planning phase the power structures of the
system are designed. Core power rings that surround the core
and high energy demanding components, like memories, are
added in this step. Four power rings were used around the
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core, two for each power domain, VSS and VDD, and one ring
of each domain around each memory, although an indefinite
number of power domains and rings may be used. Power
stripes are also added, horizontal ones are added to the area
where the standard cells will be placed to power them, vertical
stripes included to give the circuit a more homogeneous power
supply in the core area.

After this timing driven placement is preformed. This places
the standard cells and blocks that are not pre-placed during
the floorplanning (e.g. memories), in order to reach the best
timing. The process of placement like the two previous ones
are iterative, the solution found by the tool may be not
satisfactory which may require a redesign of the floorplanning.

With all the circuit components placed a clock tree must be
synthesized. This process intents to minimizes the clock skew
between sequential cells. Before synthesizing the clock tree
a pre-CTS (Clock Tree Synthesis) optimization is preformed
in which the software replaces cells with other equivalent
ones (available in the cell library) but with different driving
capacities in a process called gate resizing [7].

The synthesis of a clock tree should be done for each clock
domain, DCO and LFTX. Before the process can begin a
Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS) configuration file is prepared.
This file includes information about the maximum clock skew,
maximum and minimum delays, which buffers/inverters to use,
etc.

After the CTS a post-CTS optimization, although optional,
is preformed. Like the pre-CTS optimization, cells are replaced
in order to further improve the clock skew.

The routing stage is preformed using the Cadence routing
engine NanoRoute, integrated in the Encounter package. The
routing process is timing driven which minimizes the delays
in order to meet the design timing constraints.

Approaching the end, the Design Rule Checking (DRC)
verifications are preformed with the purpose to detect rule
violations (eg. short circuits and dangling wires).

When a violation free layout is reached filler cells on the
core are added. This cells fills the leftover space giving the
die area a better metal density in the most critical layers, the
bottom layers where the standard cells, making the circuit
surface more even and acting as capacitances on the power
stripes reducing power supply variations (spikes).

At this stage, with the layout finished, and power analysis
can be preformed to validate the consumption of the complete
circuit

The circuit design is exported to GDSII format. This file
contains the geometrical dimensions of the metal layers and
the position of the cells in the layout. To generate this file, a
mapping file and GDS descriptions of the memories have to
be supplied.

The GDSII file is sent to be integrated with other compo-
nents of the PROTEUS system on chip, which is sent to the
foundry to be fabricated or to be integrated in a larger SOC.

V. RESULTS

The configuration of the synthesised openMSP430 and all
of the integrated peripherals are shown in Table I, the starting
point of this work.

TABLE I
OPENMSP430 CONFIGURATION

High Frequency Clock (DCO) 16 [MHz]
Low Frequency Clock (LFXT) 32,768 [kHz]

Program Memory Size 55 kB
Data Memory Size 8 kB
Peripheral Space 512 B

16-bit Hardware Multiplier 3
DMA Interface 7

Watchdog Timer 7
UART Serial Debug Interface 3

I2C Serial Debug Interface 7

The circuit was then resynthesised by applying scan chain
synthesis slow for Cadence RTL Compiler which lead to the
creation of the scan chains, using all of the circuits 707 Flip-
Flops, whose characteristics are displayed in Table II.

Test vectors were generated using the ATPG flow for Modus
DFT achieving an adjusted testmode coverage of 99.68% and
an adjusted global coverage of 94.90%, which are coherent
with the fault coverage presented in [2] of 99.7%, for the
DFT ready circuit.

To try to further improve the global test coverage, extra
Flip-Flops should be added to circuit. These Flip-Flops, that
don’t belong to the circuit normal architecture and don’t have
any function when the circuit is in normal mode, would have
be to the scan chains. These have the only propose is to add
more observable and controllable points into the circuit which
would facilitate the test generation and increase the global
coverage.

Finally the final layout of the openMSP430, reached using
the Place&Route flow, which made use of the ample die area
available in the PROTEUS project of 1050x2800µm, can be
seen in Figure 9.

The total die area designated for the microcontroller block
in the PROTEUS project integrated circuit was 1050x2800µm
which was proven to be more than sufficient ti accommodate
the memories and the openMSP430. In particular the open-
MSP430 occupies a small space in the die, leaving a large
area of free space that is occupied with filler cells.

The die area used for the MCU could be significantly re-
duced. However, as this area has already been reserved for this
component, not filling the extra area would leave gaps in the
metal density of the die area of the entire SOC. Additionally,
leaving this space unoccupied facilitates the integration of
other potential peripherals that could be integrated in the future
ans only few changes to the floorplan would be necessary.

A power analysis of the complete circuit was preformed,
resulting in a active power consumption of 1.99mW at a
working clock frequency of 16 MHz.

The circuit was now exported in GDSII format, which could
later be sent to the foundry or integrated in an IC.
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TABLE II
SCAN CHAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Scan chain name Test clock domain Edge-trigger # of elements
chain1 rise DCO Rise 680
chain2 fall DCO Fall 6
chain3 rise LFXT Rise 15
chain4 fall LFXT Fall 6

In the case of this work the GDSII file could be used to
integrate the circuit in the integrated circuit of the PROTEUS
project, which is a SOC containing this digital MCU, analog
devices and sensors.

Fig. 9. Final Layout

VI. CONCLUSION

The openMSP430 is a small 16bit low-power microcon-
troller that was selected to be in the SOC that will be
developed in the PROTREUS project.

The characteristics of the original Texas Instruments
MPS430 circuit board, in which openMSP430 is based on,
were described and compared with available open source
verilog description of openMSP430.

To increase the circuit testability, a design flow, using
Cadence RTL Compiler, was presented and executed in order
to introduce DFT scan chains structures to an already syn-
thesised, in a target technology, version of the openMSP430.
Structures tha allow the shifting of test vectors that verify the
correct behaviour of a fabricated circuit. Applying the flow
resulted in the synthesis of four scan chains in the circuit,
formed a total of the 707 circuit Flip-Flops, all of the circuits
Flip-Flops.

The DFT structures were then used in conjunction with a,
also presented, ATPG flow for Modus DFT EDA tool. Test
vectors were generated, that along with an also written verilog
task file, are able to test the fabricated circuit, achieving a
global fault-coverage of 94.9%, a value similar as the value
available in the openMSP430 guide.

Finally, in order to implement and fabricate the a design
flow for the back-end was presented. This flow described floor-
planning, power planning, placement, Clock Tree Synthesis
and routing that were followed, achieving the final layout
of the openMSP430 integrated with the Data and Program
memories and scan chains, implemented in the UMC 130nm
target technology. The resulting circuit layout occupies and
area of 1050x2800µm and a power consumption of 1.99mW
when operating at 16 MHz clock frequency.
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